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About Clare Whitmell
I’m an English teacher with more than 20 years’ 
experience. I’ve taught people from all over the world, 
so I know about the challenges of English 
pronunciation.

But there are quick solutions (or “hacks”) that can help
improve your overall pronunciation.

Here are ten of them that will help you become more 
aware of good pronunciation when you speak.
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When you have two consonants together, drop the last one of the 
first word:

studied   s  cience (= studie-science)
got   t  wo degrees (= goh-two)

When a word ends in a consonant and the second word starts with 
a vowel, link the two sounds together:

one and one (= on-an d-one)
life on mars (= lif-on Mars)
sing_a song (= sing-a song)

Word stress (which syllable is heavier, longer and “higher” in a 
multi-syllable word) is generally more important than the 
pronunciation of individual sounds. Here are two rules to help:

- the stress is usually on the first syllable for nouns and adjectives
teacher; happy

#1. Two consonants together

#2. Consonants + vowels

#3. Word stress



- the stress is usually on the second syllable for verbs
decide; admire

In a sentence or a phrase, grammatical words are almost always 
unstressed:

The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
The Lord of the Rings

All the unstressed words (the words not in “bold”) are smaller and 
have to fit in to the spaces between the information words (the 
words in “bold”).

Always stress the particle in phrasal verbs:

I looked up to my grandfather.
Turn down the volume.
Sit up straight.

#5. Phrasal verbs

#4. Grammar words



If you can't make the "th" sound, do what Londoners do and say f or
v instead.

free people (instead of “three”)
bad wevver (instead of “weather)

People will understand you in the context.

Avoid rising intonation. Instead, your voice normally falls at the end 
of a statement.

I’m Clare and I’m from ↓England.

Your voice can rise on each item in your list, but fall on the last item.

We need ↑bread, ↑butter and ↓coffee.

#6. The “th” sound

#7. Rising intonation

#8. List intonation



Tag questions can mean different things, depending on how you 
pronounce the tag at the end. If your voice rises, it’s a question. If 
your voice falls, it’s a statement. But it’s difficult to get this rising / 
falling to sound natural.

Instead, concentrate on stress. When you stress a word or syllable, 
it automatically becomes higher, longer and louder.

You're studying English, aren't YOU? (question)
You're studying English, AREN't you? (asking for confirmation)

Don’t talk too fast! Speak more slowly and take care to stress the 
right words. If you talk too fast, people might not understand you.

#9. Tag questions

#10. Slow down


